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All I See Is You Jessica Urlichs 2020-11-16
"Motherhood, the journey where you stop to take in
the scenery. And even through the storm, isn't it
beautiful?" 'All I See Is You' captures the little but
meaningful moments of motherhood as if you're there
breathing it all over again. Jessica Urlichs' words
encompass the highs and the lows, the raw and the
vulnerable and the overwhelming love a mother has
for her child. This book of poetry and proses will take
mothers on a journey of healing and growth with a
powerful affirmation that you are not alone. "Jessica
found a way to put into words the very soul of
motherhood'. "Your words help me feel seen"
Harlequin's Riddle Rachel Nightingale 2017-06-12
When Mina joins a troupe of travelling actors, her
aim is to find her missing brother, but her search
unlocks a series of secrets that will change the
world she knows forever. Tarya, the mystical realm
spoken of in tales, is real, and her gift for story
telling opens a way to it. But Tarya has a shadow
side, and someone in the troupe of actors is using it to
harm people. Mina soon realises she may be the only
one with the power to stop them. Harlequin’s Riddle is
the first book in a Young Adult fantasy trilogy
about the gift of creativity and where it can take
you.
The Summer Fair Heidi Swain 2022-05-12 'An
absolutely gorgeous summer tale of love and
secrets' RACHAEL LUCAS Join Sunday Times
bestseller Heidi Swain back in Nightingale Square for
a sunshine and celebration filled summer… Beth loves
her job working in a care home, looking after its
elderly residents, but she doesn’t love the cramped and
dirty house-share she currently lives in. So, when she
gets the opportunity to move to Nightingale Square,
sharing a house with the lovely Eli, she jumps at the
chance. The community at Nightingale Square
welcomes Beth with open arms, and when she needs help
to organise a fundraiser for the care home they rally
round. Then she discovers The Arches, a local
creative arts centre, has closed and the venture to
replace it needs their help too – but this opens old
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wounds and past secrets for Beth. Music was always
an important part of her life, but now she has closed
the door on all that. Will her friends at the care
home and the people of Nightingale Square help her find
a way to learn to love it once more…? Your
favourite authors love Heidi Swain's books: 'A
summer delight!' SARAH MORGAN 'A delightfully
sunny read with added intrigue and secrets' BELLA
OSBORNE 'With heart-warming characters, a
gorgeous summer setting, and a great story with
secrets aplenty to keep you turning the pages, it's the
perfect read to relax and curl up at home with'
CAROLINE ROBERTS 'A ray of reading sunshine!'
LAURA KEMP 'A lovely, sweet, summery read' MILLY
JOHNSON
Mister Miracle Tom King 2019-02-19 From Hugo
Award-winning writer Tom King and artist Mitch
Gerads, the team behind THE SHERIFF OF BABYLON,
comes an ambitious new take on one of Jack Kirby's
most beloved New Gods in MISTER MIRACLE! One of
the best-reviewed series of the year and already a
classic in the making, this Mister Miracle is magical,
dark, intimate and unlike anything you've read before.
Scott Free is the greatest escape artist who ever
lived. So great, he escaped Granny Goodness' gruesome
orphanage and the dangers of Apokolips to travel
across galaxies and set up a new life on Earth with
his wife, Big Barda. Using the stage alter ego of
Mister Miracle, he has made quite a career for himself
showing off his acrobatic escape techniques. He even
caught the attention of the Justice League, who has
counted him among its ranks. You might say Scott
Free has everything--so why isn't it enough? Mister
Miracle has mastered every illusion, achieved every
stunt, pulled off every trick--except one. He has never
escaped death. Is it even possible? Our hero is going to
have to kill himself if he wants to find out. Collects
MISTER MIRACLE #1-12.
I Felt Awesome Moxie 2010-12-23 It's OK to play
with needles &break;&break;I Felt Awesome shows you
how to turn traditional needle-felting techniques
into irreverent felted fun. Moxie's playful and cheeky
sense of humor will needle you into taking
your from
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felting beyond traditional motifs, and decorate
yourself and your home with feisty designs of
wearable, playable and coffee table-worthy objects.
&break;&break;Get started with: &break; Step-by-step
instructions for 35 projects, including a felted spike
bracelet, bendy and boingy toys and larger-than-life
home d cor featuring fruit and more.&break;
Traditional needle-felting techniques lay the
groundwork for uncommon materials like magnets,
plastic toy parts and bendable wires.&break; Wool
roving and felting needles are all you need to get
started—helpful tips show handy shortcuts that
still produce fantastic results. &break;&break;Get
friendly with fiber, and tell all your friends "I Felt
Awesome."
Snowflakes, Sunbursts, and Stars Ayako Brodek
2019-10-15 Two experts guide papercrafters in
capturing the perfect geometry and delicate beauty of
some of nature's most glorious creations—using
origami, quilling, and kirigami. Ayoko Brodek and
Shannon Voigt help readers craft seventy-five shapes
that can then be used to fashion a multitude of
decorative and practical pieces. First, they clearly
explain the essentials, such as tools, paper choices,
and instructional symbols. Then, Brodek demonstrates
the core techniques of origami (folding) and kirigami
(cutting), while Voigt covers quilling (curling). Skill
level is indicated for each design, along with detailed
directions, step-by-step photos, beautiful color
shots of completed designs and projects, and
templates where needed. The book is organized by craft
and then motif within each section. An entire chapter
of projects, including quilled window ornaments,
coasters, and mobile; origami earrings, gift tags, and
garland; and kirigami place cards, notecards, and
silhouettes, offer readers many ideas for showcasing
their stunning creations.
Teach Love Inspire Teacher Teacher Gift 2019-08-25
Desc - A Wonderful Teacher Gift Under 10.00!This
extra special teacher appreciation notebook or
journal is the perfect way to express your gratitude
to the best teacher ever!
Frank Reade Paul Guinan 2012-02-01 A fictional
biography of the inventing and exploring Reade family,
who travel the world and seek adventure with their
helicopter airships, submarines, and robots.
Catholic All Day Kendra Tierney 2019-09-12 This
booklet of prayers is a comprehensive collection of
Catholic prayers you might wish to use on any given
day, but NOT with the expectation that you would
use every prayer every day, or even that you would
use every prayer ever!Prayers are included that are
traditionally used at different times of day. For
instance, the Morning Offering, the noon Angelus, the
3pm Divine Mercy Chaplet, and night prayers. Also
included are prayers for before and after Mass, meals,
and work, and various prayers you might wish to
offer for other people. You'll find prayers for
traditional devotions like a visit to the Blessed
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Sacrament, and the Rosary.If you are just beginning to
include regular prayer in your daily life, it's best to
start in a small and manageable way, with perhaps a
Morning Offering and Grace Before Meals. Then, as you
become more used to the habit, you can slowly add in
new prayers and devotions, like a noon Angelus, a
daily family Rosary, and an Examination of Conscience
and Act of Contrition at night. If you are able to add
daily Mass, a Visit to the Blessed Sacrament, and/or
the Sacrament of Confession to your weekly routine,
you can use the included prayers here to help you
prepare and focus.For prayers, hymns, blessings, and
devotions that pertain to particular feast days and
seasons of the liturgical calendar, see the Catholic
All Year monthly prayer booklets. For an
introduction to the concept of liturgical living in the
home, and ideas for how to bring the Catholic faith
into daily life for you and your family, please see The
Catholic All Year Compendium: Liturgical Living for
Real Life.
Who Killed Kennedy James Stevens 1996 Written in
the style of a journalistic expos e, this book takes a
humorous yet informative look at the UN IT years of
Doctor Who. The Doctor''s ever-popular nemesis, t he
Master, is featured in the action. '
Art of He Man and the Masters of the Universe
Various 2015-04-28 In 1983, the world was
introduced to He-Man and the Masters of the
Universe. What followed was a cultural sensation
that changed the landscape of children's
entertainment forever! Join Mattel and Dark Horse in
this comprehensive retrospective chronicling He-Man's
decades-long epic journey from toy, to television, to
film, to a true pop culture phenomenon!
Antique Medical Instruments Elisabeth Bennion
1979-01-01 Illustrates the design and development
of medical, surgical, and dental instruments,
functional aids, medicine receptacles, and infant and
invalid feeding utensils from the Middle Ages to 1870
The Mighty Skullboy Army Jacob Chabot
2015-08-25 Brazen robots! Hostile corporate
takeovers! Ill-fated interns! Criminally insane turnips!
Distinctly unhelpful helper monkeys! And hats, dear
God, hats aplenty! All this and more awaits any
brave soul ready and willing to enlist in the ranks of
the Mighty Skullboy Army! How do you sign up, you
ask? Just purchase this book, absorb its nefarious
bounty (we recommend using the eyes-to-brain
method), and say hello to your new lord and master,
Skullboy! If he’s not home from elementary school yet,
be sure to pick up a handy pager. You will be called
upon when needed. Oh, and be sure to beef up on that
health insurance.
Dead Beat Jim Butcher 2006-05-02 “The wildest,
strangest, best Dresden adventure to date...Butcher’s
blending of modern fantasy with classic noir
sensibilities ensures that there’s never a dull
moment.”—SF Site Paranormal investigations are
Harry Dresden’s business and Chicago is his beat, as he
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tries to bring law and order to a world of wizards
and monsters that exists alongside everyday life. And
though most inhabitants of the Windy City don’t
believe in magic, the Special Investigations Department
of the Chicago PD knows better. Karrin Murphy is the
head of S. I. and Harry’s good friend. So when a killer
vampire threatens to destroy Murphy’s reputation
unless Harry does her bidding, he has no choice. The
vampire wants the Word of Kemmler (whatever that
is) and all the power that comes with it. Now, Harry
is in a race against time—and six merciless
necromancers—to find the Word before Chicago
experiences a Halloween night to wake the dead...
Achtung-Panzer! Heinz Guderian 1995 This is one of
the most significant military books of the twentieth
century. By an outstanding soldier of independent mind,
it pushed forward the evolution of land warfare and
was directly responsible for German armoured
supremacy in the early years of the Second World
War. Published in 1937, the result of 15 years of
careful study since his days on the German General
Staff in the First World War, Guderian's book
argued, quite clearly, how vital the proper use of
tanks and supporting armoured vehicles would be in
the conduct of a future war. When that war came,
just two years later, he proved it, leading his Panzers
with distinction in the Polish, French and Russian
campaigns. Panzer warfare had come of age, exactly
as he had forecast. This first English translation of
Heinz Guderian's classic book - used as a textbook by
Panzer officers in the war - has an introduction and
extensive background notes by the modern English
historian Paul Harris.
Van Gogh Vincent Van Gogh 1998-05-11 Artist's
remarkable legacy is recalled in this excellent
collection that includes "Sunflowers," " The Bridge
at Langlois," "The Postman Roulin," "Vincent's
Chair," " Cafe Terrace By Night," and 11 others.
Inhumans By Paul Jenkins & Jae Lee Paul Jenkins 2014
Collects Inhumans (1998) #1-12. Attilan is under
attack from without and within. Can the Royal
Family, led by the mute Black Bolt, repel the foreign
invaders who assail their outer defense, as well as
the internal threat of Black Bolt's insane brother,
Maximus the Mad?
Craft: Volume 01 Carla Sinclair 2006-10 Presents
a project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance
within the world of crafts. This premier issue features
23 projects such as making a programmable LED shirt,
turning dud shoes into great knitted boots, felt an
iPod cocoon, embroider a skateboard, and others.
Geometric Origami Faye Goldman 2014-04-01 Too
hip to be square. Shape up with this mind-blowing set
that--quite honestly--we didn’t even know was
possible until our editors discovered the exquisite
artwork of Heinz Strobl’s Snapology Project. Inspired
by his work, our designers have created Geometric
Origami, a new, sophisticated origami kit for advanced
origami artists. Create 15 paper projects using the
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specially designed strips included in the set:
Tetrahedron, Hexahedron, Octahedron, Dodecahedron,
Icosahedron, Truncated Tetrahedron, Cuboctahedron,
Icosidodecahedron, Rhombic Triacontahedron, Snub
Dodecahedron, Zonohedron, and Buckyballs. Don’t
worry--there’s even a few pronounceable shapes like
an Egg and a Geometric Bracelet, plus more surprises.
(We would include them here, but we’re still looking
up their proper spellings.) * Gain a whole new
perspective on geometry and the world of origami. *
Great fun for the entire family--or for your local
geometry professor. Geometric Origami offers the next
generation of art and paper crafting for origami
enthusiasts.
Blue Blood Joseph Michael Linsner 2011-02-01 Ivory
is a frustrated goth girl who escapes from her
everyday world by sneaking out to dance at night.
Her best friend Samson is always there to help her keep
her feet on the ground. As Ivory's club world fills
with attractive, vampiric strangers, she thinks it
would be so cool to be like them - until it happens! Be
careful what you wish for...
Boilerplate Paul Guinan 2012-04-15 Meet
Boilerplate, the world’s first robot soldier—not in a
present-day military lab or a science-fiction movie,
but in the past, during one of the most fascinating
periods of U.S. history. Designed by Professor
Archibald Campion in 1893 as a prototype, for the
self-proclaimed purpose of “preventing the deaths of
men in the conflicts of nations,” Boilerplate charged
into combat alongside such notables as Teddy
Roosevelt and Lawrence of Arabia. Campion and his
robot also circled the planet with the U.S. Navy,
trekked to the South Pole, made silent movies, and
hobnobbed with the likes of Mark Twain and Nikola
Tesla. You say you’ve never heard of Boilerplate
before? That’s because this book is the fanciful
creation of a husbandand-wife team who have richly
imagined these characters and inserted them into
accurate retellings of history. This full-color
chronicle is profusely illustrated with graphics
mimicking period style, including photos, paintings,
posters, cartoons, maps, and even stereoscope cards.
Part Jules Verne and part Zelig, it’s a great volume
for a broad range of fans of science fiction, history,
and robots.
Radio Silence Vanessa Stefaniuk 2016-08-27 Hitting
the road on a journey of self discovery and
acceptance, this coming-of-age tale gives a backstage
look at friendships and the plights of fame as
experienced by a modern British rock band. On the fast
track toward fame, the five members of the fictional
British rock band, Radio Silence, enter into an exciting
new life on the road with their best friends. As they
tour across the United Kingdom, they excitedly
embrace this new lifestyle and all the resulting
challenges, including living in close quarters with
each other with little privacy, and the overwhelming
reaction of the public to their new-found success.
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You will receive a limited FALL 2016 edition of Radio
Silence which includes 84 pages of vivid colour comic
illustrations.
Star Wars Paper Models Bill Scollon 2021-10-26
This keepsake book includes pieces to build 25 detailed
paper models of Star Wars vehicles from across all
9 episodes of the Skywalker saga! Each model also
has a corresponding trading card that includes
captivating information about each vehicle. This
combination model kit and keepsake book will take you
on an adventure through the entire Skywalker saga.
Inside, you’ll find beautifully illustrated and highly
detailed punch-out pieces and step-by-step
instructions for constructing 25 iconic Star Wars
vehicles, including the Millennium Falcon, a TIE fighter,
and an X-wing. A collectible keepsake fact book
contains fascinating story synopses and vehicle
details, so you’ll discover little-known tidbits
about each vehicle as you build the models. Each
vehicle also comes with a collectible trading card.
Star Wars fans across the spectrum will enjoy
assembling and displaying this collection of replica
vehicles from a galaxy far, far away.
The Valentine Estate Stanley Ellin 2018-01-14
There was a time when Davis Cup winner Chris Monte
had it all. Now, down and out in Dade County,
restringing racquets at a South Beach tennis shop
and hiring himself out for an occasional lesson, he's
dead broke. Then, along comes Elizabeth Jones, a mousy
student with an irresistible proposition: fifty
thousand dollars in exchange for marrying her. As
sole beneficiary of the Valentine estate, Elizabeth is
set to inherit a fortune. There's only one stipulation:
She must be married. She'll collect, they'll divorce,
and Chris will get paid off. Simple. But there are a few
details Elizabeth left out, including the other
claimants who are ruthlessly scheming to get their
shares;her former boss, a goon with shady
connections;her institutionalized mother, the target
of whispers and gossip;the syndicate representative
behind the execution of the will;and the pressing
question of the actual identity of the deceased.
Before long, Chris is in over his head. And wondering
what his real part is in this twisted game of family
secrets, Chris has good reason to fear that in
agreeing to marry Elizabeth, he's set in motion the
carefully drawn plans for his own murder. From a
Mystery Writers of America Grand Master, The
Valentine Estate is a gripping thriller and was named
an Edgar Award finalist for Best Novel.
Horseman Christina Henry 2021-09-28 In this
atmospheric, terrifying novel that draws strongly
from "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow," the author of
Alice and The Girl in Red works her trademark magic,
spinning an engaging and frightening new story from a
classic tale. Everyone in Sleepy Hollow knows about
the Horseman, but no one really believes in him. Not
even Ben Van Brunt's grandfather, Brom Bones, who
was there when it was said the Horseman chased the
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upstart Crane out of town. Brom says that's just
legend, the village gossips talking. More than thirty
years after those storied events, the village is a
quiet place. Fourteen-year-old Ben loves to play
"Sleepy Hollow boys," reenacting the events Brom
once lived through. But then Ben and a friend stumble
across the headless body of a child in the woods near
the village, and the discovery makes Ben question
everything the adults in Sleepy Hollow have ever
said. Could the Horseman be real after all? Or does
something even more sinister stalk the woods?
Catholic All August Kendra Tierney 2019-07-15
Devotion to the Immaculate Heart of Mary dates
back to at least the Middle Ages, and has been
promoted by a wide variety of saints, always
alongside a devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
The devotion to the Sacred Heart focuses on
reparation for Jesus' suffering and gratitude for his
merciful love, while a devotion to the Immaculate
Heart is focused on a desire to emulate the love,
devotion, and obedience of Our Lady. Pope Pius XII
instituted the feast of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
in 1944 to be celebrated on August 22, coinciding
with the traditional octave day of the Assumption.
In 1969, Pope Paul VI moved the celebration to the
Saturday following the Solemnity of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus (the third Saturday after Pentecost).
But the August devotion to the Immaculate Heart
still remains, and the month contains important feast
days in honor of Our Lady. In this month's booklet
you'll find prayers for the Feast of Our Lady, Queen
of Angels and the very cool associated Portiuncula
Indulgence of St. Francis of Assisi, also for the
solemnity of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, and the feast of the Queenship of Mary, which
now occupies the octave day of the Assumption.There
are also prayers and devotions in honor of August
saints including St. Lawrence, St. Clare, St.
Bartholomew, St. John the Baptist (for his second
feast day of the year, commemorating his death), and
the mother-son pair of St. Monica and St. Augustine.
String Divers Ashley Wood 2016-03-22 "Originally
published as String Divers issues #1-5"--Colophon.
The Japanese Smile 1997
Do-It-Yourself Stitch People Elizabeth Dabczynski
2018-10-15
Doctor Who Coloring Book Price Stern Sloan
2016-02-16
Columbine's Tale Rachel Nightingale 2018-09-15 As
Mina flees from danger, her story-telling powers are
tested by a threat greater than she ever imagined when
she uncovers more secrets hidden deep within the city
of Aurea.
Never, Never Quit Karen Hallion 2021-05 Celara is a
little girl with a very big imagination. She loves
stories in all forms and they often inspire her to
express herself in creative ways. When Celara decides
she wants to make up her own story, she suddenly
finds that her imagination has gone blank. After a lot
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of work, and a little encouragement from her favorite
characters, she discovers that faith in herself is all
she needs to make the magic happen.
Stonewielder Ian C. Esslemont 2011-05-10 "First
published in Great Britain in a limited edition by PS
Publishing LLP and by Bantam Press, a division of
Translworld Publishers"--T.p. verso.
The LEGO Architect Tom Alphin 2015-09-01 Travel
through the history of architecture in The LEGO
Architect. You’ll learn about styles like Art Deco,
Modernism, and High-Tech, and find inspiration in
galleries of LEGO models. Then take your turn
building 12 models in a variety of styles. Snap
together some bricks and learn architecture the fun
way!
Beartato and the Incredible Event 2017-03-04
Funny, all-ages comic strips starring Reginald (a bird)
and his best friend Beartato (a bear-potato). What
do you get when you mix "Twilight" with "The Da
Vinci Code"? Who cares about that! Instead of
thinking about silly questions you could be reading
this book about Beartato and Reginald and sometimes
Harrison is there too. Contains the "Brain Problems"
series and the all-new short story "Beartato Gets
Stuck in a Tree"! Anthony Clark is a cartoonist from
Indiana. Besides his Beartato comics, he is illustrator
and co-author (with KC Green) of the fantasy
graphic novel BACK.
The Bag Making Bible Lisa Lam 2010-08-04 The
ultimate guide to sewing bags from expert Lisa Lam,
whose technical knowledge, creative flair and
enthusiasm have helped and inspired thousands while
promoting the craft of bag-making worldwide.
Whether you are getting started, improving your
technique or want to design your own creations, this
is the book you will grab for every bag you make!
Detailed photographs illustrate every technique in
this unique book, from choosing fabric to inserting
fastenings. Expert tips, trade secrets and
inspirational advice result in professional and
beautiful results every time, allowing you to create
a capsule wardrobe of eight exclusive bag designs
which will amaze your friends – they will never believe
you made it yourself! Lisa's helpful and friendly tone
comes through in her instructions, and it really feels
like you have an expert by your side holding you hand
every step of the way. She starts with the basics of
how to read and interpret patterns, how to prepare
and cut fabrics, and how to select the right
interfacings and interlinings for your bags, then moves
on to more specific techniques in each chapter. The
Structure and Reinforcement chapter covers how to
sew darts, pleats, gussets, flat bottoms and
gathers – showing you in detail how to sew these
features. The Linings chapter reveals how to insert zip
pockets into your linings, as well as different
methods of inserting a bag lining. The Closures
chapter explains how to insert a zip in three different
scenarios, plus how to insert magnetic snap
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fastenings, twist lock fastenings, and how to use
eyelets and rivets. The Handles and Straps chapter
teaches you six different types of straps, from making
simple straps to adjustable straps and even designer
looking piped handles. The Pockets chapter contains a
wealth of different pocket types, showing you how
to sew a slip pocket to sewing roomy bellows
pockets, elasticized pockets and darted corner
pockets. Finally, the Edgings and Trimmings chapter
reveals how to bind raw edges for a professional
finish, including how to make bias binding, and also
shows you how to sew piping and how to use ribbon,
jewellery and embellishments on your bags. At the end
of each chapter there is a bag project to make so you
can put the techniques into practice straight away.
These exciting and desirable designs are explained in
full detail, with helpful photographs to guide you
every step of the way. Starting with how to make a
tote bag, the projects build in complexity. You will
learn how to make a clutch bag, how to sew a
messenger bag, how to make a hobo bag, how to make
a travel holdall bag and more. Crucially, the pullout pattern sheet gives full-size patterns, meaning
there is no resizing or photocopying to do – you can
get straight into cutting and sewing bags. This oneof-a-kind book is the ultimate guide to bag-making and
an invaluable resource that you will reach for time
and time again. "An amazing sewing education coupled
with beautiful bags that of course, you can
customize!" Amy Butler.
Heartbreakers Superdigest Anina Bennett 1999 Two
women, clone from the same DNA-exact duplicates
right? Wrong! Queenie and Delta share their creator's
genes as well as her memories. But each of these
clones has her own personality and purpose: Delta's a
scientists, Queenie's a soldier. In their world, genetic
engineering is an everyday event, clones are secondclass citizens, and big business runs the show. But
that doesn't stop this feisty, brains-and-brawns duo
from tackling problems both big and small. Averting a
global food crisis, shopping for a new spaceships,
fending off street thugs-it's all in a day's work for
the Heartbreakers!
Little Green Dresses Tina Sparkles 2010 Author
Sparkles offers up an array of project ideas that are
both earth- and user-friendly. She includes 50 original
patterns for repurposed dresses, tops, skirts, and
more. Included are sewing and shopping resources and a
fitting guide.
Galactic Hot Dogs 3 Max Brallier 2017-10-24 From
the creator of the bestselling series The Last Kids on
Earth! Cosmoe, Princess Dagger, Humphree, and the
gang are back for another swashbuckling space
adventure in this third book in the Galactic Hot Dog
series. It’s like deja vu all over again (and again and
again) when Cosmoe is taken hostage by a space pirate
with links to the hot dog seller’s early days in space.
Humphree’s past also comes to light as the events of
two friends’ first days on the Neon Wiener are
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revealed. And the farther they go down memory lane,
the more apparent it becomes that this pirate has
landed them in a galaxy of danger.
Nursing Is a Work of Heart Nurse Gift 2020-04-09
A Wonderful Nurse Gift Under 10 Dollars!This extra
special nurse appreciation notebook or journal is the
perfect way to express your gratitude to the best
nurse ever! Filled with 50+ double sided sheets (100+
writing pages!) of lined paper, this motivational and
inspirational notebook with quote makes a memorable
(and useful) gift for nurses.With the heartwarming
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quote on the full-color matte SOFT cover, this
notebook will help remind a nurse that their hard
work is truly appreciated. With custom sized pages
(7"x10") this notebook with chalk style lettering is
the perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or
as a cherished bedside companion. Give a nurse a gift
they'll remember!Cute Notebooks for Nurses are
perfect for:Nurse Appreciation GiftsNurse Graduation
GiftsNurse Thank You GiftsNurse Christmas
GiftsNurse Practitioner GiftsNurse Retirement
GiftsAnd many, many more.....
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